Coordination Chemistry has been much less develop@. The sane observation can be made for the correlated f i e l d of X-ray absorption studies of coordination molecules.
W e have thus begun X-Ray absorption study of . N n containing rmlecules. The f i r s t objective is fundanental research on X-Ray absorption. The second one IS to help biophysicists studying by X-Ray spectroscopy M n ions i n water evolving photosynthetic apparatus (1). It seems important t o asset X-Ray spectroscopy of 1 % i n order to be able to extract reliable informations from study of the c q l i c a t e d biologic a l system. W e used very simple M n containing molecules with w e l l established electronic properties. The studied cmpunds are l i s t e d in Table I together with references t o their synthesis and structure. ExFerimental conditions Xanes Data were recorded a t LURE on EXAFS I Spectrameter. The mncchromator was S i 400 channel cut ; the ring storage energy was 1.72 GeV and we used a 0.5 mn entrance slit. A 8 )lrn M n metallic f o i l was recorded just before each experimental spectrum. W e s e t mrmalization a t the top of the edge and energy origin a t the firstof the derivative of the naetal. Second derivatives were calculated £ran smothed exp?rimental curves.
Spectra are given i n Fig. 3-4 for compunds 2, 3, 4_, 6, 7, 9.
--- 
EeE
In Fig. 3 we ccsnpare the spectra of Mn (11) , Pln(II1) , LMn(IV) w i t h the same nuclearity (here mnoners) . As expected the absorption is displaced toward higher energy when the oxidation s t a t e increases. -2. a delocalization effect.
The 4p excited state muld be delocalized in2 and stillmre in 9, thus gaining stabilisation energy.
Post-Edge
Spectra of 2 ( Figure 4 ) and 4 (figure 3) allow to ccanpare Mn (111) O6 chrmphore with different outer shells. The Post-Edge structure is deeply affected by changes is the shells. Multiple scattering occurs in this region and we intend to perform theoretical calculations to fin3 how structural information can be extracted from this part of the XANES s J ? c t r a on the first coordination s~here and outer ones. --- ---
Conclusion
Preedge, Edge and Post-Edge zones of XANES spectra contain m y infomtions since they are sensitive to oxidation and spin states, local geometry (bonds, angles aM3. synn~try),outer geametry and nuclearity. We are currently extending the program to other -11 characterized Mn systems towards the s~mthesis of plausible d e l s of biological. active sites.
